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Abstract
Cross-domain sentiment classification (CDSC) is
an importance task in domain adaptation and sen-
timent classification. Due to the domain discrep-
ancy, a sentiment classifier trained on source do-
main data may not works well on target domain
data. In recent years, many researchers have used
deep neural network models for cross-domain sen-
timent classification task, many of which use Gra-
dient Reversal Layer (GRL) to design an adversar-
ial network structure to train a domain-shared sen-
timent classifier. Different from those methods, we
proposed Hierarchical Attention Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (HAGAN) which alternately trains
a generator and a discriminator in order to produce
a document representation which is sentiment-
distinguishable but domain-indistinguishable. Be-
sides, the HAGAN model applies Bidirectional
Gated Recurrent Unit (Bi-GRU) to encode the con-
textual information of a word and a sentence into
the document representation. In addition, the HA-
GAN model use hierarchical attention mechanism
to optimize the document representation and auto-
matically capture the pivots and non-pivots. The
experiments on Amazon review dataset show the
effectiveness of HAGAN.
1 Introduction
Sentiment classification is an important task in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP), and it aims at identifying the overall
sentiment polarity of a subjective text [Pang and Lee, 2008].
Researchers applied machine learning methods with hand-
crafted features for sentiment classification [Wang and Man-
ning, 2012] before the popularity of deep learning. Recently,
many researchers applied neural network models for sen-
timent classification, and have achieved good classification
performance in the single domain with labeled data [Socher
et al., 2013]. However, neural networks, which are super-
vised learning methods, can’t work well in the case where
the labels of data are time-consuming or expensive. There-
fore, CDSC, in which target domain data has no or few la-
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bels so we can only train a classifier in labeled source domain
data and adapt it to target domain, has become a hot research
direction. However, the expression of users’ emotion varies
widely across different domains. Sentiment words in one do-
main may not work in another, even not appear. On the other
hand, a sentiment word may expresses different emotions in
different domains. Due to the domain discrepancy, the sen-
timent classifier trained on the source domain data may not
work well if it’s directly applied to the target domain.
The key point of CDSC is how to use the labeled date
in source domain and the unlabeled data in target domain
to train a domain-independent sentiment classifier. In the
early days of CDSC research, the researchers proposed pivot
and non-pivot, which denote the sentiment word that works
in both source and target domains and the sentiment word
that works in only one domain, respectively. In the era
of discrete text feature, many works build the bridge be-
tween source and target domains by using the pivots, and two
representative works are Structural Correspondence Learn-
ing (SCL) [Blitzer et al., 2007] and Spectral Feature Align-
ment (SFA) [Pan et al., 2010]. However, SCL and SFA
need to manually select the pivots for each source-target do-
main pair which is time-consuming. Besides, those meth-
ods use discrete text feature and linear classifier, which re-
sults in poor classification performance. With the develop-
ment of deep learning, many neural network models were
proposed for CDSC. The key to the neural network models
for CDSC is to generate a domain-shared feature representa-
tion so that the sentiment classifier works well in both source
and target domains. Many researchers apply the unlabeled
data for training to learn a shared feature representation, e.g.,
Stacked Denoising Autoencoders (SDA) [Glorot et al., 2011]
and Neural Networks with Auxiliary Task (AuxNN) [Yu and
Jiang, 2016]. On the other hand, many adversarial methods
were proposed for CDSC, e.g., Domain-Adversarial training
of Neural Networks (DANN) [Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015;
Ganin et al., 2016], Adversarial Memory networks (AMN)[Li
et al., 2017] and Hierarchical Attention Transfer Networks
(HATN) [Li et al., 2018]. Different from those adversar-
ial methods, the proposed method HAGAN apply Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) [Goodfellow et al., 2014] to
alternately train a generator and a discriminator, instead of
using GRL [Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015; Ganin et al., 2016].
GAN is widely used for image generation in Computer Vision
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(CV), but it is hard to be directly applied to text generation
in NLP, because text features are discrete and GAN can not
calculate the loss function values of an incomplete sequence.
However, we can apply GAN for encoded real-value fea-
ture space alignment in CDSC. The proposed HAGAN model
consists of a generator and a discriminator, which are alter-
nately trained. The discriminator has two objectives: sen-
timent classification and domain classification. The genera-
tor attempts to fool the discriminator on the domain classifi-
cation subtask, while generating a sentiment-distinguishable
document representation. In the generator, Bi-GRU is used
to encode the contextual information of a word and a sen-
tence into the document representation [Yang et al., 2016],
and hierarchical attention mechanism is applied to optimize
the document representation and automatically capture the
pivots and non-pivots. The experiments on Amazon review
dataset show that the HAGAN model can reduce the differ-
ence of document representations in different domains, and
has a good performance in classification accuracy.
2 Related Work
There are some traditional methods for CDSC. Blitzer et al.
[Blitzer et al., 2007] proposed SCL, which uses pivot predic-
tion task to learn a shared feature representation for source
and target domains. Pan et al. [Pan et al., 2010] proposed
SFA to construct the alignment between the pivots and non-
pivots by using the cooccurrence between them, in order to
build a bridge between source and target domains. In general,
these traditional methods need to manually select the pivots
which means the performance of these methods depends on
the choice of pivot. Besides, manually selecting pivots for
each source-target domain pair is time-consuming.
With the development of deep learning, many neural net-
work methods were proposed for CDSC. Glorot et al. [Glorot
et al., 2011] proposed SDA to learn a shared feature represen-
tation for all domains by using a large amount of unlabeled
documents from many domains. Yu et al. [Yu and Jiang,
2016] used the data in both source and target domains to con-
struct auxiliary prediction tasks which are highly correlated
with main task. However, these two methods can not identify
the pivots. Recently, there are some adversarial methods pro-
posed for CDSC. Ganin et al. [Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015;
Ganin et al., 2016] proposed DANN which use a GRL to re-
verse the gradient direction. The GRL can help the neural net-
works to produce domain-confused representations so that the
sentiment classifier works well on both domains. The GRL
is the key point of the existing adversarial training methods
for CDSC. Some variants of GRL-based adversarial methods
were subsequently proposed. Li et al. [Li et al., 2017] ap-
plied attention mechanism in word encoding in order to di-
rectly identify the pivots. Furthermore, Li et al. [Li et al.,
2018] proposed HATN, which is a two-stage neural network
model, to automatically identify the non-pivots. In general,
the existing adversarial methods for CDSC use GRL to ad-
versarially train a neural network. Different from those meth-
ods, the proposed HAGAN model in this work applies GAN
architecture to alternately train a generator and a discrimina-
tor, in order to generate a document representation which is
sentiment-distinguishable but domain-indistinguishable.
3 Method
In this section, we introduce the proposed HAGAN model.
We first present the problem definition and notations, after
that we present the overview of the model, and then we detail
the model with all components.
3.1 Problem Definition and Notations
We are given two domains Ds and Dt which denote a source
domain and a target domain, respectively. In Ds, we have a
set of labeled data X ls = {xis}N
l
s
i=1 and {yˆis}N
l
s
i=1 as well as a
set of unlabeled data Xus = {xis}Nsi=N ls+1, where Xs = X
l
s ∪
Xus . In Dt, we have a set of unlabeled data Xt = {xjt}Ntj=1.
The goal of cross-domain sentiment classification is to train a
sentiment classifier on X ls and using X
u
s and Xt to adopt the
classifier to predict the sentiment polarity of Xt.
3.2 An Overview of HAGAN
The HAGAN model uses GAN to generate a document rep-
resentation which is sentiment-distinguishable but domain-
indistinguishable. Besides, the HAGAN model applies hi-
erarchical attention mechanism for document representation
generation to ensure interpretability of document represen-
tation. The attention mechanism can help to automatically
identify the pivots and non-pivots in the neural network
models, and the hierarchical attention mirrors the hierarchi-
cal structure of text, e.g., word-sentence-document granular
structure used in this work. As shown in Fig. 1, all the sam-
ples, including X ls, X
u
s and Xt, are entered into the gener-
ator. The generator consists of four components: word en-
coder, word attention, sentence encoder and sentence atten-
tion. The generator outputs source representations and target
representations which denote the document representations
of the samples from source and target domains, respectively.
The discriminator, which is a Multi-Layer Perception (MLP),
has two objectives, one is to classify X ls into several cate-
gories according to the sentiment labels (positive and nega-
tive for binary classification), the other is to classify Xs ∪Xt
into two categories, i.e., source or target. The HAGAN model
is different from the original GAN. The HAGAN model uses
real text samples as the input of generator, while the original
GAN use random noise as the input to generate fake images.
The discriminator of the HAGAN model hasN+1 outputs for
N sentiment classification in order to process two subtasks
which are domain-classification and sentiment-classification,
while the discriminator of original GAN has only two outputs
which denote real and fake, respectively.
3.3 Components
In this section, we detail each component of the HAGAN
model.
Word Encoder
Suppose that a document D is made up of L sentences, each
sentence is make up of Ti words, where i ∈ [1, L]. Given the
words wij in sentence i, j ∈ [1, Ti], we first map each word
into its embedding vector trough an embedding matrix Me,
Figure 1: The framework of the HAGAN model.
eij = Mewij . We use a Bi-GRU to get the representation
of words by summarizing information from two directions of
the word sequence, so that the word representations incor-
porate contextual information of current word. The Bi-GRU
contains the forward GRU
−→
f which reads the sentence i from
wi1 to wiTi and the backward GRU
←−
f which reads the sen-
tence i from wiTi to wi1.
eij =Mewij , j ∈ [1, Ti] (1)
−→
hij =
−→
f (eij), j ∈ [1, Ti] (2)
←−
hij =
←−
f (eij), j ∈ [Ti, 1] (3)
We concatenate the forward hidden state
−→
hij and the back-
ward hidden state
←−
hij to get a bidirectional hidden state rep-
resentation of the given word wij , i.e., hij = [
−→
hij ,
←−
hij ], in
which the contextual information of current word has been
encoded.
Word Attention
In sentiment classification task, each word contributes differ-
ently to the sentence representation. Thus we apply attention
mechanism in word level to calculate the importance of each
word in current sentence for sentiment classification, and then
integrate the weighted word representations to form a sen-
tence vector.
αij =
exp(h>ijqw)∑
j exp(h
>
ijqw)
(4)
si =
∑
j
αijhij (5)
The importance weight of a wordwij is calculated by the sim-
ilarity of its bidirectional hidden state representation hij and
the word-level query vector qw. Then we compute the sen-
tence vector si as the weighted sum of hij according to the
importance weight αij . The word-level query vector qw can
seen as a high-level representation of a fixed query “What is
the important word in this sentence for sentiment classifica-
tion”, and it is randomly initialized and jointly learned during
the training process.
Sentence Encoder
Given the sentence vectors si, we can calculate the document
representation in a similar way. We also use a Bi-GRU to
encode the sentences:
−→
hi =
−→
f (si), i ∈ [1, L] (6)
←−
hi =
←−
f (si), i ∈ [L, 1] (7)
We concatenate
−→
hi and
←−
hi to get the bidirectional hidden state
representation of sentence i, i.e., hi = [
−→
hi ,
←−
hi ], in which the
contextual information of current sentence has been encoded.
Sentence Attention
Similar with word attention mechanism, each sentence con-
tributes differently to form a document representation for
sentiment classification. Thus we again apply the attention
mechanism in sentence level to measure the importance of
each sentence for sentiment classification task. The docu-
ment representation d is computed as the weighted sum of hi
according to the importance weight αi.
αi =
exp(h>i qs)∑
i exp(h
>
i qs)
(8)
d =
∑
i
αihi (9)
The sentence query vector qs is similar with the word query
vector qw, and it is initialized randomly and jointly learned
during the training process.
Discriminator
The discriminator in the HAGAN model is a MLP with a soft-
max layer as the output. For simplicity, we describe how dis-
criminator works in binary sentiment classification case (pos-
itive or negative).
p = softmax(tanh(WDd+ bD)) (10)
In binary sentiment classification, the discriminator output
p consists of three neuron outputs, pp, pn, pt, which re-
spectively denote positive sample, negative sample and tar-
get domain sample. For the labeled data in X ls which is
for sentiment classification subtask, we focus on psen =
softmax([pp, pn]). For the unlabeled data Xus and Xt which
is for domain classification subtask, we focus on pdom =
[pp + pn, pt] in which pp + pn can be seen as the probability
that the current sample is from source domain.
3.4 Training of HAGAN
The training strategy of the HAGAN model is similar with
the original GAN, that is generator-discriminator alternation
training. We first freeze the parameters of the generator and
train the discriminator, then freeze the parameters of the dis-
criminator and train the generator, and alternate the two steps
until the Nash equilibrium is reached. The loss used to train
the discriminator is defined as:
LD = Lsen + λDLdom (11)
where λD is to balance the sentiment loss and domain loss.
The sentiment loss Lsen is to minimize the cross-entropy for
the labeled data X ls in source domain:
Lsen = − 1
N ls
N ls∑
i=1
yilnyˆi + (1− yi)ln(1− yˆi) (12)
where yi = argmax(pseni ), yˆi ∈ {0, 1} are the sentiment pre-
diction and golden sentiment label of the ith source labeled
sample, respectively. Similarly, the domain loss Ldom is to
minimize the cross-entropy for the unlabeled dataXs∪Xt (la-
beled and unlabeled data are both used in this step) in source
and target domains:
Ldom = − 1
Ns +Nt
Ns+Nt∑
i=1
dilndˆi+(1−di)ln(1− dˆi) (13)
where di = argmax(pdomi ), dˆi ∈ {0, 1} are the domain pre-
diction and golden domain label of the ith sample, respec-
tively.
The loss used to train the generator is defined as:
LG = Lsen + λ
1
GL
c
dom + λ
2
GLent (14)
where λ1G and λ
2
G are to balance the sentiment loss, domain
confusion loss and entropy loss. The domain confusion loss
Lcdom is to minimize the cross-entropy for the unlabeled data
Xt with masked domain labels in target domain:
Lcdom = −
1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
dilnd˜i + (1− di)ln(1− d˜i) (15)
where d˜i is the masked domain label. In this step, all the
domain labels of the Xt are masked as “source”, so that the
generator can generate a domain-shared document represen-
tation which attempts to confuse the discriminator.
The entropy loss is to minimize the entropy of the senti-
ment prediction distribution of the unlabeled target domain
data Xt:
Lent = − 1
Nt
Nt∑
i=1
C∑
j=1
psenij lnp
sen
ij (16)
where C is the number of sentiment labels, C = 2 for binary
sentiment classification. The entropy loss can help to maxi-
mize the margins between the target domain data and the de-
cision boundaries, and increase the prediction confidence of
the target domain data.
4 Experiment
4.1 Experimental Settings
We conduct the experiments on the Amazon review dataset,
which has been widely used for cross-domain sentiment clas-
sification. This dataset contains four different domains: Book
(B), DVD (D), Electronics (E), and Kitchen (K). We consider
the binary sentiment classification task to predict whether a
review is positive (higher than 3 stars) or negative (3 stars and
lower than 3 stars). Each domain consists of 1000 positive re-
views and 1000 negative reviews. We allow 4000 unlabeled
reviews to be used for both source and target domains. We
construct 12 cross-domain sentiment classification tasks and
split the labeled data in each domain into a training set of
1600 reviews (800 positive and 800 negative) and a test set
of 400 reviews (200 positive and 200 negative) for sentiment
classification subtask. All the labeled and unlabeled data are
used for training in domain classification subtask.
4.2 Implementation Details
We experimented with the pre-trained BERT1 word embed-
dings, which are 768-dimensional. In BERT model, a word
maps different embeddings in different sentences, thus we
need to use BERT to generate each word embedding in the re-
views before we input them into the HAGAN model, instead
of applying a embedding layer to do that. For each pair of do-
mains, the vocabulary consists of the top 10000 most frequent
words. We use NLTK to split the reviews into sentences. The
dimensions of sentence representations and document repre-
sentations are set to 1000 and 2000, respectively. The GRU
contains 100 units, and uses tanh as the activation function.
λD is set to 1. λ1G and λ
2
G are set to 0.2 and 0.02, respec-
tively. The discriminator has two hidden layer whose width
are 512 and 256, respectively, and tanh activation function
and dropout of 0.25 are used here. We trained the generator
and discriminator on batch with the batch size of 100. RM-
SProp optimizer with 0.0005 learning rate is used for both
generator and disciminator training.
4.3 Performance Comparison
We compare the HAGAN model with the following baselines:
• Naive is a non-domain-adaptive baseline with bag-of-
words representations and SVM classifier trained on the
labeled data from source domain.
• mSDA [Chen et al., 2012] is one of the state-of-the-art
domain adaptation method based on discrete input fea-
tures. Top 1000 bag-of-words features are kept as pivot
features.
• NaiveNN is a non-domain-adaptive CNN model [Kim,
2014] trained on the labeled data from source domain.
• AuxNN [Yu and Jiang, 2016] constructs two auxiliary
prediction tasks to help CNN encoder to generate a
domain-share representation.
• ADAN [Chen et al., 2018] expoits adversarial training to
transfer the knowledge of resource-rich source language
to low-resource language. In this work, we adapt it to
1https://github.com/google-research/bert
cross-domain sentiment classification tasks by apply a
domain classifier instead of language classifier. We ap-
ply a CNN as the encoder.
• AMN [Li et al., 2017] applies attention mechanism to
generate the review representations, and exploit GRL to
adversarially train a sentiment classifier and a domain
classifier.
In addition to the above baselines, we also show results of a
variant HAGAN-C of our model HAGAN. HAGAN-C ap-
plies a CNN [Kim, 2014] as discriminator instead of a MLP.
Table 1 reports the accuracies of baselines and the pro-
posed methods on Amazon dataset. The proposed methods
outperform all the baselines on average in terms of accu-
racy. Naive and mSDA perform poorly because of discrete
input features. NaiveNN which does not use any target do-
main data performs good on average, which is due to the fact
that BERT embeddings contain rich context information ex-
tracted from a large amount of corpus. AuxNN uses target
domain data to construct auxiliary tasks, and performs a little
better than NaiveNN which use no target domain data. The
proposed methods HAGAN and HAGAN-C perform slightly
better than AMN. Same as adversarial methods, HAGAN ap-
plies GAN structure to implement adversarial training, while
AMN use GRL. Besides, HAGAN uses a hierarchical at-
tention mechanism which maps to word-sentence-document
structure of text, while AMN use 3 layer memory networks,
which ignores the inner structure of text. And addition-
ally HAGAN applies Bi-GRU to extract context informa-
tion when constructing high-level representations. The ad-
versarial training method of ADAN is similar with that of
HAGAN. But HAGAN unifies the adversarial training into
GAN, and use the training techniques of GAN to improve the
performance. Besides, the encoder of ADAN is too simple.
HAGAN-C outperforms HAGAN on average. The reason is
the discriminating ability of CNN is better than MLP. We
need to balance the ability of the generator and discrimina-
tor. The HAGAN model performs poorly if the discriminator
is much weaker than the generator.
4.4 Visualization of Representation
We show the visualization of the document representations in
HAGAN in this section. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), the represen-
tation distributions of source and target domain data are very
different in the naive HAN model which is trained on only
source domain data (i.e. λD = λ1G = λ
2
G = 0). It means the
sentiment classifier trained on the source domain data may
not work well on the target domain data. However, as shown
in Fig. 2 (b), the representation distributions of source and
target domain data are almost identical, which means the sen-
timent classifier in the HAGAN model is domain-shared. The
source and target domain data representation distributions are
shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d), respectively. We see that the
HAGAN model enables sentiment identification of the repre-
sentation distributions in both source and target domains.
4.5 Visualization of Attention
In this section, we show the visualization of attention and de-
scribe how to capture the pivots and non-pivots based on the
attention values in the HAGAN model. We give an example
in Fig. 3 where the attention value is calculated by multiply-
ing the current word attention value by the current sentence
attention value. The naive HAN is a degenerate HAGAN
where λD = λ1G = λ
2
G = 0, which means only the source do-
main labeled data is used for training. We determine a word
as pivot if both the naive HAN and HAGAN give high atten-
tion values, e.g., excellent and good in Fig. 3. We determine
a word as non-pivot in source domain if the naive HAN gives
high attention value while the HAGAN model gives low at-
tention value, e.g., readable in books domain. We determine
a word as non-pivot in target domain if the naive HAN gives
low attention value while the HAGAN model gives high at-
tention value, e.g., pixelated in electronics domain. Table 2
and Table 3 list some examples of pivots and non-pivots in
B→E task, which are captured based on the above rules.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed the HAGAN model for cross-
domain sentiment classification. The proposed HAGAN
model applies GAN architecture instead of the GRL to ad-
versarially train a generator and a discriminator, where the
discriminator has two objectives which are sentiment classi-
fication and domain classification, and the objective of the
generator is to generate a representation which is sentiment-
distinguishable and domain-indistinguishable. The genera-
tor consists of two layers of Bi-GRU with hierarchical atten-
tion mechanism which map to word-sentence and sentence-
document, respectively. The Bi-GRU help to encode the
context information into the representation, and the atten-
tion mechanism help to capture the pivot and non-pivot au-
tomatically. The experiments on the Amazon review dataset
show the effectiveness of the HAGAN model. The proposed
HAGAN model could be potentially adapted to other domain
adaption tasks, which is the focus of our future studies.
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